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“I HAVE NOT FAILED. I HAVE JUST FOUND TEN THOUSAND WAYS
THAT WON’T WORK.”
- Thomas A. Edison

“THAT’S WHAT LEARNING IS AFTER ALL; NOT WHETHER WE LOSE
THE GAME, BUT HOW WE LOSE AND HOW WE’VE CHANGED BECAUSE OF IT AND WHAT WE TAKE AWAY FROM IT THAT WE NEVER HAD BEFORE, TO ADD TO OTHER GAMES. LOSING, IN A CURIOUS WAY IS WINNING.”
- Richard Bach

“SUCCESS IS GOING FROM FAILURE TO FAILURE WITHOUT LOSS
OF ENTHUSIASM.”
- Winston Churchill

EDITOR’S NOTE
SHIRIN SUBHANI

Shirin Subhani and Shahana Dattagupta were inspired to become curators of stories of courageous
creativity after experiencing firsthand, the transformative power of creative thinking and expression
that involve emotional risk and personal vulnerability in a collective forum. For more about Shirin and
Shahana, please visit the “About Us” page on Flying Chickadee’s Web site:
www.flyingchickadee.com/about.html and connect with us on Facebook/flying chickadee.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
When my son was diagnosed with autism almost three years back, I felt my world stop and gave in to the
surge of grief and pain. Not too long after that, I found myself dreaming again – dreaming new dreams, big
dreams. As I try to pursue those dreams for my son, I learn every day to be more and more comfortable with
being an uncertain parent. And, I learn to become friends with failure. I fail often and I fail hard. Many a night,
I cry myself to sleep, feeling like an utter failure as a mom. What I discover to my amazement, is that on all
the mornings following those desperate nights, I wake up with renewed hope and vigor. My failures teach me
valuable lessons of self-compassion, unconditional love, deep humility and courage. I also see that failing
repeatedly is the result of stretching myself out of the box of traditional motherhood, and is therefore, essential
for creative parenting.
In this issue, concluding our triad on ‘Dreaming Big,’ ‘Embracing Uncertainty’ and ‘Failure is my Muse,’ we
proudly present to you, contributors who have used failure as fodder to feed and fuel their courageous creativity. In our feature, Nick Carter, an adventurer and explorer, reveals how his entire life course changed after he
had to stop just short of the summit of Mount Everest. Deepa Banerjee, an Indian immigrant mother, reflects
on the transformations caused by her failure to instill in her two daughters, the same Eastern values that she
once considered integral to her identity. Musician Arijit Mahalanabis discusses having to first fail all expected
standards in order to succeed in aligning with his own inner light. Young sisters, Caroline and Maggie Maher,
talk about recent failures in their lives and the resulting opportunities. Vidyuth Singh poignantly and vividly
walks us through the poetry of failure, and artist Alberto Agraso reveals failure as a beautiful instrument of the
Soul, through his striking paintings.
In every issue, we have opportunity to find creativity in failure! In spite of a fairly consistent format, we are
always aware that it is only a framework to be broken. This month, when the right interview failed to manifest,
we promptly created an expanded young mind section and more elaborate art and poetry features as well!
We hope this issue inspires you to overcome your fears of failure and view it as a window into creativity!
Shirin.

“MY FAILURES TEACH ME…SELF-COMPASSION, UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE, DEEP HUMILITY AND COURAGE…FAILING REPEATEDLY IS
THE RESULT OF STRETCHING MYSELF OUT OF THE BOX OF TRADITIONAL MOTHERHOOD…ESSENTIAL FOR CREATIVE PARENTING.”

“I LEARNED THAT LIFE IS NOT ALL ABOUT “ME” MAKING A LIVING OR
RAISING A FAMILY AND FOLLOWING TRADITIONS AND RITUALS, BUT, INSTEAD, IT IS ABOUT COMING OUT OF MY BOX AND STRIKING A BALANCE
BETWEEN “I DO IT THIS WAY” AND “WE COULD DO IT THIS WAY.”

BEYOND EAST AND WEST
DEEPA BANERJEE

Dr. Deepa Banerjee is a Seattle resident since 2001. She has lived in India, Papua New Guinea, Australia, Canada and US. Currently, she works as a South Asian Studies Librarian at the University of Washington. She is also a Hindustani Classical singer. In her spare time, she loves to travel and spend time
with her family.
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BEYOND EAST AND WEST
I have experienced constant transformation from living in both the Eastern and Western worlds, and it is my
hope that, in sharing these experiences, I can start to bridge a gap between the two places that have shaped
my identity.
Over the years, my deep-rooted Indian identity has often clashed with my gradually forming Western identity.
While I have been discovering the Western way of life, new experiences have made me question the deeply
instilled cultural and traditional values from my middle class upbringing in India.
Living in three Western countries (Australia, Canada and the U.S.) after leaving India in my early twenties has
been a rollercoaster of life experiences - a slow and steady evolution towards becoming a better and more mature human being. Much of this was highlighted when trying to balance ‘Eastern’ and ‘Western’ cultures in the
raising of my two daughters.
I grew up celebrating Holi, Diwali and Durga Puja. I wore traditional Indian clothes, learnt Indian classical music
and conformed to middle class family rules such as no sleepovers, no dating, and an arranged marriage. This
was my world, and I didn’t realize that my exposure to a new life style, beliefs, and values would have such a
strong potential to transform my inner self.
Starting anew was both terrifying and filled with promise.
My life became a wild wave adventure as I learned to switch between salwar kameez and jeans, biryani and
bagels, accented English and Bengali, Kaun Banega Karodpati and Oprah Winfrey. This constant switching often
had moments when my strong Indian beliefs that did not conform to the ideas of people in my new surroundings
surfaced powerfully to dominate my thoughts and actions.

“...MY STRONG INDIAN BELIEFS THAT DID NOT CONFORM TO THE
IDEAS OF PEOPLE IN MY NEW SURROUNDINGS SURFACED POWERFULLY TO DOMINATE MY THOUGHTS AND ACTIONS.”

BEYOND EAST AND WEST
I would not listen to Western music out of fear that I would lose my identity as an Indian classical musician. I
secretly wished that my daughters wouldn’t dance with boys during their high school prom. These are some
small examples of my reservations, originating from my roots. Over time, battling with these concerns through
logic and rational thought has rescued me and saved me from embarrassment.
The last few years have given me many opportunities and the maturity to carry myself with dignity in constantly
changing work and social environments. My transformations have enabled me to grow with the demands of
motherhood as my daughters grew from babies to teenagers to adults. Significant changes have happened
through constantly failing and rising again to better understand my daughters and their life perspectives.
My daughters have also grown while trying to understand me. They have respect for some of the beliefs that I
steadfastly hold on to such as the discipline of daily prayers, celebrating Indian festivals, active participation in
community events, being close to family and friends back home. They now have the maturity to appreciate and
practice these values.
At times however, my intense desire for my daughters to stick to social norms that I grew up with has been
challenged and met with disappointments. My assertive statements such as “You have to select a major that is
prestigious and reputable” or “You have to marry a Bengali Brahmin because that’s how we do it in our family”
did not stand well with my daughters, who don’t look at life only from the standpoint of career and marriage.
My failure to impose my thoughts on them and to convince them to follow my path turned out to be a blessing
in disguise. It opened up new avenues of looking at life and it taught me valuable lessons.
I learned that life is not all about “me” making a living or raising a family and following traditions and rituals, but,
instead, it is about coming out of my box and striking a balance between “I do it this way” and “We could do it
this way.”

“MY FAILURE TO IMPOSE MY THOUGHTS [ON MY DAUGHTERS]…
TURNED OUT TO BE A BLESSING IN DISGUISE. IT OPENED UP NEW
AVENUES OF LOOKING AT LIFE AND IT TAUGHT ME VALUABLE LESSONS.”
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BEYOND EAST AND WEST
I learned that life requires incorporating the best of East and West to make a significant difference in our lives,
community, and the world.
By doing charitable work, composting and recycling diligently to become environmentally conscious, volunteering, doing “relay for life” events for breast cancer research, and donating birthday gifts to the children’s hospital
– the generation that my daughters belong to has sent powerful messages of conscious living, thoughtful and
responsible actions, and kindness for others. These actions have resulted from the deeper understanding of the
bigger picture of humanity that goes beyond East and West.
I continue to evolve as a human being, while remaining open to and soaking in all the powerful messages that
constantly inspire me to blend the best of East and West, better understand the issues that humanity is facing,
and dedicate my life to inspire and motivate others to make a difference in the world in which we live.

“…THE GENERATION THAT MY DAUGHTERS BELONG TO HAS SENT
POWERFUL MESSAGES OF CONSCIOUS LIVING, THOUGHTFUL AND
RESPONSIBLE ACTIONS, AND KINDNESS FOR OTHERS... [A] BIGGER
PICTURE OF HUMANITY THAT GOES BEYOND EAST AND WEST.”

“so i sit glaring
at that ill-formed semblance
of poetry,
that vaguely sprays around words
like dances and falls,
grit and strife...”

on a starless night
VIDYUTH SINGH

After working in the IT industry for almost seven years, Vidyuth decided to follow things that he is
really passionate about, which presently include photography, graphic design and writing. Though
his professional prospects will remain vague for a while and the absence of a regular, stable
income will sting, he knows that the excitement of doing what he loves will overcompensate for a
long time. Vidyuth has written many poetry pieces and some prose, recently including a short story
which is currently being developed into a picture book to be published soon.
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ON A STARLESS NIGHT
fervidly,
with tense, eager fingers,
like a spider of perpetual tumbling,
i grope
and scuffle for fluent, ornate phrases
up and down my word-shelves…
to rhyme
the engaging and unfortunate tale
of a charming little ballerina
who i imagine
with tied up, white feather-wings,
on a terrace and sky-gazing…
who daydreamed far into fogs,
who hopped in sprightly twirls
but who forever feared
falling over.
i struggle to tackle, in the jaunty music
of a poem, the aspect of how she learned
much about the skills of balance and agility
but only a thing too few, of perseverance,
and of tenacity.
i strain to package, perilously,
into cadent, sonorous verse,
how the daft girl didn’t ever see
that if she failed repeatedly,
she’d humbly touch newer finesse
and gently then conquer
a matchless artistry.

ON A STARLESS NIGHT
into rhythmic lines, i attempt
to weave the tragedy,
of how, stifled by the fright of failure,
she lingered without success
and in time, faded…
into the extinction of ignominy.
oh, i toil to twine her story together…
like a stringed instrument in rust, i rasp
to get my lines to sing.
i rearrange and rephrase
for days and weeks on end,
until my eyelids begin to sting.
and then
on a starless night,
i fail.
completely.
so i sit glaring
at that ill-formed semblance
of poetry,
that vaguely sprays around words
like dances and falls,
grit and strife,
like loss and strength,
and self-loyalty.
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ON A STARLESS NIGHT
then, crumpling the piece,
i toss myself
on to the bed of resignation,
and capsized, i dig my face
into the swampy pillow of defeat.
jaded soon, i float easily
into a disdainful slumber
and dream of a city of stars
built on countless clouds…
and there, i see her spin, the dance-angel,
nimbly she bows, to invisible crowds.
she sails up then in my direction, in a
spiraling fairy-dance of bizarre beauty
and cascades into a fit of giggles
and shakes her head,
upon eyeing me.
and so i awaken with panting haste,
shaken by epiphany,
and write instead
the story of my failure
to tell
the story of hers
and when i glimpse up my page,
i grasp, wide-eyed,
what failure
has done for me.

“I HAD FOUND THE ANSWER: MY ANSWER. I WOULDN’T AIM LOWER, I’D
AIM HIGHER. I’D FAIL HARDER – AND IN DOING SO, I’D WIN BIGGER. I
HADN’T MADE EVEREST’S SUMMIT, BUT IF I’D AIMED LOWER, I WOULD
NEVER HAVE REACHED THE DIZZYING HEIGHTS THAT I HAD.”

FAILURE’S REWARD
NICK CARTER

While working as a senior research scientist at the world’s largest weapons company, an experience on
Mt. Everest made Nick re-think his life and his priorities. He now runs and organizes large scale expeditions and adventures, specializing in adventures that have never been done before, through his company
TheAdventureCouncil.com. Nick also gives talks to difficult audiences (prisons, youth groups, homeless
shelters), as well as large conferences and events, about adventure and exploration. He is currently working on CommittedProject.org, which is keeping him very busy!
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FAILURE’S REWARD
I’m at 8,400 meters, the air around me so thin that each step costs me all of the mental resolve I have. To my
left and right, the ground drops away vertically for thousands of meters, before flattening out to become Nepal
and Tibet, respectively.
I see someone a hundred meters ahead of me, on the ridge. It could take over an hour to reach them, and
by that time they’d be further on. The wind whips all around me, very cold. I consider calling to them, but my
voice wouldn’t carry, even if I had breath to spare. I am very much alone.
My mind wanders for a moment, to all the little steps that led me to this point, causing enough of a distraction
to allow my foot to slip. A small shower of snow and ice sails down into Nepal. Everest’s summit ridge is no
place for lapses in concentration. The frozen bodies I’ve been stepping over all night are testament to that. I
steady my nerves, reposition my head torch, and take another step. It’ll all be over soon enough.
There’s a hotel ahead of me, with a chair-lift off to one side. Thankfully the chair-lift goes all the way to the
summit. And despite how slowly I am moving, I get to the chair-lift in remarkable time.
The queue for the lift is long, but there are always queues high up on Everest; it’s one of the reasons it’s so
dangerous. I get to the front of the line and step through the lift’s door. I latch it closed behind me, and wait for
the lift to kick into action ... nothing happens. I stand there, bewildered for a moment, before waking up in my
bed in London.
Eight months ago, when these dreams started, I was upset in the minutes after waking, feeling a huge sense
of loss and longing. But now, I’ve become somewhat hardened to the experience.

“IT’S THE FEELING I HAD WHEN I REALIZED THAT, WITH EVEREST’S
SUMMIT IN PLAIN SIGHT, I’D HAVE TO TURN AROUND AND HEAD
BACK – TO SAVE MY TOES, AND MY FRIENDS. IT WAS A DARK AND
COMPLICATED FEELING, ONE I’D HOPED TO UNDERSTAND...”

FAILURE’S REWARD
The dreams aren’t subtle; I don’t have to wonder what veiled message my subconscious is trying to convey to
me. Sometimes it’s a broken escalator, other times, a car-park ramp that goes up but never ends – the feeling
evoked is always the same. It’s the feeling I had when I realized that, with Everest’s summit in plain sight, I’d
have to turn around and head back – to save my toes, and my friends. It was a dark and complicated feeling,
one I’d hoped to understand before I felt it again. Instead I am subjected to it nightly.
When I was training to climb the mountain, and even when I was actually climbing its summit-ridge, the top
was only ever a dream. Now, through my dreams, it had become an obsession. An obsession only unfinished business could engender. And paradoxically, it was only the dreams that now kept the experience alive,
because nothing had actually changed when I returned home to England. My life was essentially the same.
Friends, family, job. All the same. After a few weeks, nothing really remained of my 72 days, my “time-out-oftime,” in Tibet. Except the dreams.
But that wasn’t quite true. Nothing had changed on a physical level, and yet there was a feeling, extremely
subtle at first, and then growing stronger day on day. It started as a gentle unease. Within two months it had
become closer to what I would describe as terror – and I don’t mean that figuratively. The sense of non-completion I felt in my dreams every night was slowly entering my waking life.
Every meaningless report I wrote now felt like time I would never get back; time I had traded for a currency
that had no real value. The work had meaning for the company, yes ... but for me? For my purpose? Not at all.
I became so terrified, sitting at my desk at work each day, that it started to overpower the placating voice in my
head telling me that my life was “good enough,” telling me not to worry.

“WHEN I WAS TRAINING TO CLIMB THE MOUNTAIN, AND EVEN
WHEN I WAS ACTUALLY CLIMBING ITS SUMMIT-RIDGE, THE TOP
WAS ONLY EVER A DREAM. NOW, THROUGH MY DREAMS, IT HAD
BECOME AN OBSESSION. AN OBSESSION ONLY UNFINISHED BUSINESS COULD ENGENDER.”
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FAILURE’S REWARD
As the weeks progressed I only pretended to work. I was really thinking about my time on the summit ridge,
and about my decisions. In hindsight, perhaps it would have been better to have only aimed for the North Col,
the saddle between Everest and its nearest neighbor Changtse. There were four separate teams who had
made that their end point, and it was a significant accomplishment in its own right. But not one of those teams
had actually made the North Col. At least I had made it that far. But of course I had, I was aiming for the summit. North Col was just a stepping stone on the path to the top.
Now, that made me stop and think. In fact, it made me do a lot more than that. It made me quit my highly paid,
prestigious job. It altered my ambitions and changed the course of my life. I had found the answer: my answer.
I wouldn’t aim lower, I’d aim higher. I’d fail harder – and in doing so, I’d win bigger. I hadn’t made Everest’s
summit, but if I’d aimed lower, I would never have reached the dizzying heights that I had.
Does this all sound trite? It should. People had been telling me this same story in different guises for years. I
think that’s the way it is for truth, which is fundamental. Perhaps it needs to be said in different ways so as to
find one that rings true in one’s own ear; or perhaps it even has to be experienced firsthand. I don’t know. All
I know is that I regained my focus, and my zest, when I started to embrace projects that were sized to fit my
imagination, rather than to my current abilities. I have never looked back.
So what am I doing now? Something so much bigger, of course!
I take lessons from previous adventures, and explore different aspects of an experience. Experience, after all,
is the only currency of value. With Everest I had gained a better understanding of human endurance; but it was
a very solitary journey. I wanted my next adventure to be as much inter-personal, as physical.

“ALL I KNOW IS THAT I REGAINED MY FOCUS, AND MY ZEST, WHEN
I STARTED TO EMBRACE PROJECTS THAT WERE SIZED TO FIT MY
IMAGINATION, RATHER THAN TO MY CURRENT ABILITIES. I HAVE
NEVER LOOKED BACK.”

FAILURE’S REWARD
I am now organizing the “Committed Project” (www.CommittedProject.org), which will be taking a group of
young offenders from some of the most notorious detention centers in Britain, on an epic journey to cross the
Greenland icecap, unsupported. To call this group of people difficult is an understatement, but the project has
already taught me humility, and great patience. It has shown me the people behind shocking criminal headlines, and their reasons. I feel privileged to do what I do every day. It makes my heart sing.
Everest was self-centered, selfish, even. If I only achieve a small part of my new project, I will have achieved
more than I ever did on Everest, because it’s a far bigger goal than Everest ever was. It embraces others. It has
a real chance to effect change.
And when the Committed Project is over, I will find something bigger still. I have no worry that I will run out of
“bigger” things, and no worry that I will not be up to these bigger challenges, because I get bigger each time I
attempt a new challenge. That is failure’s reward, and it’s the only form of repayment I now accept.

“I HAVE NO WORRY THAT I WILL RUN OUT OF “BIGGER” THINGS...
THAT I WILL NOT BE UP TO THESE BIGGER CHALLENGES, BECAUSE
I GET BIGGER EACH TIME I ATTEMPT A NEW CHALLENGE. THAT IS
FAILURE’S REWARD, AND IT’S THE ONLY FORM OF REPAYMENT I
NOW ACCEPT.”
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Visit http://gapingvoid.com
to enjoy the brilliant, pithy, daily insights from Hugh Macleod, author of
Ignore Everybody and 39 Other Keys to Creativity, Evil Plans, and the
latest, Freedom is Blogging in Your Underwear.”

“IN ORDER TO SUCCEED, FIRST I HAD TO FAIL. I HAD TO ACCEPT THAT I
WOULD NEVER BE WHAT MY COMMUNITY EXPECTED ME TO BE. WHEN I
FINALLY LISTENED TO MY HEART, AND FAILED OTHERS’ EXPECTATIONS OF
ME, I FOUND MY WAY TO SUCCESS.”

FOLLOWING AN INNER MUSIC
ARIJIT MAHALANABIS

Arijit is a practicing Hindustani vocalist, who moved to Seattle in 1999. He left a technical career behind
in 2008 to start the Seattle Indian Music Academy, an organization devoted to the propagation of traditional Indian music and arts in the Puget Sound. A respected teacher, scholar and performer of his art,
Arijit has a thriving population of students in the Seattle area, and dozens of students across the globe,
whom he teaches via the internet. Visit SIMA at http://www.seattleindianmusicacademy.org/
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FOLLOWING AN INNER MUSIC
The old man looked searchingly into my eyes. “Now, tell me young man” he confidingly started, “have you put
your home up for sale?” My initial confusion soon gave way to a clear understanding of why the question had
been asked. I smiled, but pretended not to understand the intent of the question.
“Why should I, Uncle?” I asked innocently. He seemed exasperated, but indulgent.
“It is not possible for a person without a job to keep paying such an exorbitant mortgage,” he persisted. I
didn’t recall ever telling him I had an exorbitant mortgage. Indeed I have a pretty moderate one.
“But I do have a job Uncle,” I continued, “I teach music.”
“No,” he said in a kindly tone, tinged with sadness, “I mean a real job.”
Had my advice-giver been a younger man, I might have told him that I presently make a larger salary than I did
in my last job with a software giant. But this seemed too difficult a concept to explain.
“I will look into it Uncle. Please don’t worry,” I said. I thanked him for his kind counsel and found my way to
the buffet table at the party. He grasped my arm and held me back for one last piece of guidance.
“You should eat well,” he said earnestly, “opportunities for good nutrition are important for you.”
I smiled again, as kindly as possible, before leaving him to advise the next person whom he could waylay at
the dinner party.
Success or failure can only be defined if one is aware of the ultimate goal. I come from an expatriate community that very often defines the goals of success in terms of material acquisition and milestones in this acquisitive journey.

“SUCCESS OR FAILURE CAN ONLY BE DEFINED IF ONE IS AWARE
OF THE ULTIMATE GOAL...THE GOAL THAT I WAS BORN WITH IN MY
HEART, IS TO BE IMMERSED IN THE MUSIC THAT I HEAR, SENSE,
AND FEEL ALL AROUND ME, AND TO SHARE THIS EXPERIENCE...”

FOLLOWING AN INNER MUSIC
Those who choose a different view of what success entails are often nervously blocked out. The old Uncle
was right. By the standards of my community, I am not a success.
I am a musician, not really an ‘actual’ profession in the eyes of many in my community. Although I earn a six
figure salary, it is often assumed that I must be a pauper. I own a modest home, big enough for me, but well
short of the accepted size for a successful person. I am single by choice, and I do not have children of my
own. I drive a Hyundai and take infrequent vacations, and do not of my own volition post pictures on Facebook
of these vacations. I am by every measure, a failure.
I began singing spontaneously when I was very small, perhaps five. The actual events leading to my initiation
into music are not nearly as important as what music eventually became to me. My father was a disciplinarian
who seldom allowed for the free expression of emotion in his household. My music became my escape, the
channel through which I spoke about the happiness, and the pain I experienced in my life.
As I grew, my mother kept attempting to enroll me in a music class. But my father, who did not see the utility
or appropriateness in a boy learning music, refused to listen to her suggestions. Eventually, unable to convince my father that I should be given music lessons, my mother took me along, when she went to enroll my
sister with a teacher who taught near our home. My sister, who was more interested in her friend’s tricycle
than in learning music, soon found a way to escape. The music teacher turned to me and asked if I could
sing. I said I did, and proceeded to sing a devotional song I had learned. She turned to my mother and said,
“I’ll teach your daughter. Please bring your son to every class. I will teach him for free.”
Since that time, music became the be-all and end-all of my existence. For a person like me, to be forced into
any other ‘real’ career is to suffer a fate as close to death as can be experienced by the living. Despite my re

“IN EACH OF MY STUDENTS, I SEE A LITTLE BIT OF MYSELF, AND
THE STRUGGLES I ENDURED TO BECOME A MUSICIAN…MUSIC,
I HAVE DISCOVERED, IS THE RIGHT OF ANYONE WHO WISHES TO
EXPRESS WHAT IS IN THEIR HEART AND ON THEIR MIND. THERE
IS NO OTHER REQUIREMENT.”
22

FOLLOWING AN INNER MUSIC
peated pleas, I was gently steered by my well-meaning family into an engineering career. For years I labored
in “successful” positions in large, well-respected companies, always hoping life would get better, yet realizing
year by year, it wouldn’t.
When I finally forced myself into a traumatic transition from an engineer to a musician, and found the happiness I so desperately craved, the nervousness of my family was palpable. I found that an understandable
reaction. But what never made sense to me was the utter rejection I faced from others in my community.
Very few people stood up to support me. Instead, I dealt with the uncertainties of being a musician very much
on my own, hoping desperately that I hadn’t made a mistake.
It turns out I hadn’t. Today, I teach a very large population of students. I am part of a wildly successful and
burgeoning school of music. As a teacher, I’ve found that I have a certain calling. Most teachers of this music
end up teaching a very large number of children. I, on the other hand, have relatively few child students.
Instead, I have a ministry of sorts, a ministry devoted to those who knew as children, and as young adults, that
they must express themselves through music, but found that life always intervened to interfere in their relationship with music. The sources of difficulty ranged from academic and professional goals to marriage or the
rearing of children.
In each of my students, I see a little bit of myself, and the struggles I endured to become a musician. The shy,
hesitant ones always start their lessons by asking, “Do you think I can sing?” Having helped several students
find their way from various states of tone deafness to music, I am very pleased that my answer to this question is always, “Yes! Yes, you can!” Music, I have discovered, is the right of anyone who wishes to express
what is in their heart and on their mind. There is no other requirement.
Success or failure can only be defined if one is aware of the ultimate goal. My ultimate goal, the goal that I
was born with, in my heart, is to be immersed in the music that I hear, sense, and feel all around me, and to
share this experience with those who find value in this music. For many, many years I was far from my goal,
listening to others, instead of listening to the voice that emanated from my soul. In order to succeed, first
I had to fail. I had to accept that I would never be what my community expected me to be. When I finally
listened to my heart, and failed others’ expectations of me, I found my way to success.

“…I HAD LEARNED FROM MY EXPERIENCE WITH BEING THE STAR IN
SEUSSICAL, THAT EVEN IF I FAIL AT TIMES, IT DOESN’T MEAN THAT THE
NEXT TIME I WON’T BE THE STAR! I JUST KNOW THAT I HAVE TO BE AS
PREPARED AS I CAN POSSIBLY CAN BE.”

PLAYING GETRUDE MCFUZZ
CAROLINE MAHER

THE MOST BORING HOUR
MAGGIE MAHER

Caroline is a 12-year-old girl who attends Hamilton International Middle School in Seattle. She
loves to swim and read, perform with Broadway Bound and play with her little brother. Summer is
her favorite season and she is disappointed that that the season is about to end!
Maggie is a 13-year-old girl who is in middle school at Hamilton International in Seattle. She
loves anything Japanese and is teaching herself the language! In her free time, she likes to read
and draw. Someday she’d like to be a forensic scientist or a writer.

“I REALIZED THAT ‘ART’ CAN BE MANY THINGS. JUST BECAUSE I DIDN’T
LIKE WHAT MY TEACHER THOUGHT WAS GOOD ART, IT DIDN’T MEAN THAT I
WASN’T CAPABLE OF BEING AN ARTIST!”
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PLAYING GERTRUDE MCFUZZ
When I was ten, I started really getting into musical theatre. I was introduced to the subject in the summer of
2010, when I did a small play with my friend Alexandra at a park in Seattle . It was called The Swashbuckle
Sisters and I had a small singing solo and played the part of a pirate.
Soon after, I was introduced to Broadway Bound, a professional company for kids interested in acting and
singing. I performed for the first time as a chorus member in the play ‘Charlie and the Chocolate Factory’, and
I loved it.
Back in fifth grade, we had a winter musical performance. Each grade would perform a song in front of the
school. In my grade, one person from each class would get a solo, but we would have to audition.
I wanted the solo so badly. I tried out. I went up to the stage and sang the line, but I wasn’t prepared. I didn’t
even know the tune! That Friday it was announced that my friend Annika got the part. I was very happy for her,
but disappointed that it wasn’t me.
At my elementary school, it is a tradition that that the fifth graders rehearse a musical and perform it at the
end of summer. Our play was Suessical the Musical. I was extremely excited, so I watched the play and decided which part I wanted.
I wanted to be Gertrude McFuzz, a bird who wanted its big, colorful tail to be noticed. She was also the female
lead, a part I had wanted to have for a very long time. For a month, when I came back from school, it was
staight to practicing. I worked extremely hard, memorizing Gertrude’s songs and lines, until it was time to
audition.
This time, I was ready. After a week, the parts were announced. I had gotten Gertrude! For three months we
rehearsed and rehearsed, until June when we performed, and it was so much fun! The director of Broadway
Bound was there and it was the highlight of the year!
Of course, the next time I tried out for Broadway Bound, I only got a small part. However I had learned from
my experience with being the star in Seussical, that even if I fail at times, it doesn’t mean that the next time I
won’t be the star! I just know that I have to be as prepared as I can possibly can be.
*****

THE MOST BORING HOUR
I have an avid interest in drawing, but it wasn’t that way all the time. Like most people, it took me forever to
find a style I liked and then perfect it.
Lots of people now tell me how amazing my art is (not just my family!), but it wasn’t that way before. I used to
loathe my style and the way I drew people, animals, houses, and settings. I had no confidence in my ability to
draw and was too shy to show anyone my art.
What really got me into drawing was when I became obsessed with Japanese Anime and Manga. I loved how
the human–like style portrayed itself. I found the artists very talented, and wondered how they could draw like
that. Years and years of practice came to mind. I knew I couldn’t wait that long before I perfected my drawings,
but decided to try it, anyway.
Before I found an interest in Anime and Manga, the best sketches I could draw were stick figures, and even
those looked terrible. Thanks to my unartistic self, I discovered more of my talent in writing and I didn’t look
towards drawing until late sixth grade.
By the time I switched schools and went into seventh grade, I signed up for an art class to possibly expand my
achievements. Big mistake. Art class became the most boring hour of my school day yet. There was nothing to do except watch the teacher prance around the room, yelling for us to keep our voices down while we
attempted to draw our shoes without looking at our paper, or tweak up our portfolio drawings FOR THE 500TH
TIME. The teacher’s style wasn’t my style. At all. I was probably getting the lowest grade in the class, but it
wasn’t important to me!
In the meantime, I found an alternative. Drawing books. I ordered a couple on Amazon and worked my way
from there. That’s when I saw my first successful drawing unveil itself. Needless to say, I was very excited
at my progress, and began to draw more. The class that was awarded “most boring hour of my school day”
soon became a class where I could draw whatever I wanted, and no one could tell me otherwise. Not even the
teacher.
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THE MOST BORING HOUR
While the other students slaved away on their projects, I rebeled, and sketched in my unused school notebook.
That notebook is now filled with sketches of fairies, cats, monkeys with guns (Don’t ask. Even I don’t know),
and many others. My new art class friend and I sketched together also. I gave her mini lessons and tips as
she came to admire my drawings.
By doing this, I realized that ‘art’ can be many things. Just because I didn’t like what my teacher thought was
good art, it didn’t mean that I wasn’t capable of being an artist!
Drawing became an unbreakable habit of mine as I sketched throughout classes I thought were boring and
pointless. That came with a price, though. I stopped paying attention altogether, and missed assignments,
causing my grades in other classes to take a downturn. I spent the next month making up assignments But
that is another obstacle I now have to overcome. The ability to manage my time better! Maybe next year.

“IN THIS WORLD OF ILLUSION IN WHICH WE LIVE, WHERE ALL IS PLAY, ALL IS
LEARNING, FAILURE IS NOTHING MORE THAN A BEAUTIFUL INSTRUMENT OF
THE SOUL...”

ILLUSIONS AND REBIRTH
ALBERTO AGRASO

Alberto Agraso is a self-taught artist whose creations are inspired by his personal spiritual quests, the
most noteworthy being his pilgrimages to the Camino de Santiago in northern Spain and his 3500-mile,
13-month, 13-country Walk for Peace. With his wife and fellow pilgrim, Mony Dojeiji, he has written
“Walking for Peace, an inner journey”, the award-winning memoir of their travels, and “I am Happy,” a
children’s tale that he has illustrated about seeing the world through the eyes of Love.
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ILLUSIONS

In this world of Illusion in which we live, where all is play, all is learning, failure is nothing more than a beautiful instrument of the Soul, through which, with
such loving eyes, it gazes upon its creation, awaiting recognition among the chaos. Under this loving gaze, failure is transformed into opportunity.
92x73cm.Acrylic on Canvas.2009

REBIRTH

Purifying, cleansing, enlightening - the fires of Love burn through our inadequacies, our feelings of inferiority and unworthiness, to reveal
the beauty and grace by which we were created, and by which we are continually reborn, standing strong in our vulnerabilities, naked
in our truth, on a journey without end, in an ever-evolving spiral towards the Self, towards Love.
.
..Grateful for the gift that our failure has brought.
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